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But if she did say anything about it, however vague it was, it might become pretty serious. The looks of him. The time. The place. If anybody saw Leheudry coming into my shop after that. . ."
little by little his reflections decanted themselves. Minor difficulties still floated on top, but less and less perceptible and partially dissolved. Weightier difficulties sank to the bottom and monopolised his attention.
He bit his moustache. He fixed his sharp eyes on a flower on the wallpaper. He picked out a hair of his beard, pinched it between thumb-nail and finger-nail, and tugged it out suddenly, at the price of a pain that freshened him up. He went on scratching at that part of his body where the electric belt had left an irritation, and proceeded to sniff, with purely automatic curiosity, at the smell of perspiration that clung to his fingers.
One idea kept on growing in his mind.
cc Leheudry's coming into my place, on Tuesday, October 6th, a few minutes after he had been seen in the passage. Leheudry's staying in my place - Leheudry covered with blood."
In the course of the day this idea had floated around in his mind among other ideas. It was only one among all those other question-marks of anxiety which had flickered, more or less quickly, across the light of his inner consciousness. But for the last hour or so it had gradually become a kind of knot which caught up all the other diffused dangers.
Quinette tried to treat it with contempt.
ec Of course if Leheudry hadn't come to my place, or if he had gone somewhere else, these other things would not have happened — at least, they would not have happened to me. It's simply silly to concentrate on a thing like that! "
But what obsessed him was not that all these other things had happened afterwards. It was the mere fact of Leheudry*s presence in his, Quinette's, shop, on the morning of October 6th.
Why ? Because it was impossible to be sure that nobody had seen Leheudry going into Quinette's place. Or, to put
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